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ABSTRACT
Recently, many companies have been studying intelligent cars, and improvements in
sensor technology and computing are required. The intelligent cars use GPS to know
where they are. The cars use sensors to detect objects in all directions, including people,
vehicles and animals. Based on what the sensors detect, the software processes the infor-
mation to help the cars predict what all the objects around the cars might do. Based on
the prediction, the cars choose a safe speed and trajectory for themselves. Therefore, the
current research on intelligent cars is mainly focused on collision avoidance because of
safety. Every year, there are over two million traffic-related deaths worldwide. This num-
ber could be dramatically reduced, especially since 94% of accidents in the U.S. involve
human error.
In this work, we show the design, development, and testing of an autonomous ground
vehicle for testing energy-efficient of Q-learning in robotics. The vehicle platform is based
on the Boe-Bot chassis, which is an education shield for Arduino. The Boe-Bot is a com-
mon research testbed that encourages the use of low-cost hardware and open-source soft-
ware. The research platform uses Raspberry pi 2 Model B as its on-board computer for
handling Q-Table collision avoidance like processing sensor data and computing deciding
actions. The robot is then tested by using a modified Q-Learning algorithm to avoid colli-
sions. We design hardware-friendly software, and the robot can use the same Q-Table as
the software. The robot runs in several maps to find relationships between reward function
and time and energy consumption. One target of this work is to find a relationship between
reward function and time and energy consumption. This study will help us to understand
feasibility of saving time and energy for intelligent cars.
The aim of this master’s thesis is to investigate energy-efficient Q-learning collision
ii
avoidance in robotics. Unlike, the existing research, we consider saving energy for colli-
sion avoidance. Furthermore, we could use same the Q-Table on the actual robot because
we designed the software as hardware-friendly.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Recently, machine learning has been programmed to optimize a performance criterion
using example data or previous observations[5][6]. However, robots behaving in intelli-
gent ways, with respect to their surrounding environments to avoid obstacles will need to
have some methods of in-built learning mechanisms. One of the most popular machine
learning methods is Q-learning. Q-learning has been widely used for autonomous driving
to avoid collision because Q-learning is a simple algorithm and chooses optimal action-
value function. As is commonly known, implementation on a real hardware poses some
troubles. Many companies work on autonomous driving applications. They have almost
finished designing and building the autonomous driving car, but they are still consider-
ing and testing safety. The collision avoidance is the most important role in autonomous
driving cars for safety. For the important role, Google and Tesla are using many kinds of
sensors for safety. For example, lasers, radars, and cameras detect obstacles in all direc-
tion.
It is extremely hard for robots to learn human skills. Understanding the robots’surrounding
environments, localizing and safely navigating through an environment are examples of
tasks that are difficult for the robots. For example, distinguishing opening doors and win-
dows could be difficult to the robot.
This thesis examines not only the Q-learning algorithm but also energy-efficient Q-
learning. The energy-efficient Q-learning is modified via adjusting reward function. The
two Q-learning methods were investigated on python and pygame environments. Addition-
ally, the testbed was designed for these two algorithms, and the two Q-learning algorithms
were tested on the testbed.
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1.2 Literature Review
For autonomous driving, the ability to avoid obstacles in the environment is the most
important required capability. Obstacle avoidance is the ability to be safe during driving.
In order to avoid obstacles, many kinds of sensors are used for safety. For example, lasers,
radars, and cameras detect obstacles in all directions. Robot Collision Avoidance denotes
the robot’s skill to know distances between the robot and any objects near the robot. The
distance information does not have to be exact metric. That’s because humans cannot mea-
sure the distance precisely. For implementation on a real robot, the Q-learning algorithm
popular reinforcement learning method because Q-learning is off-policy and simple algo-
rithm.
Q-Learning has been used in several real robot hardware experiments on a wide variety
of platforms, including Lego NXT Robot [2], Pekee[12], and Amigo Robot[1].
As is commonly reported, implementation on real hardware robot shows several chal-
lenges. In simulation, the problem can be solved with Q-learning; however, the required
learning time can exceed the mean time in real world. For this problem, the robot moves
around to learn on the real world, so the current researchers improve Q-Learning for faster
convergence.
Lazhar Khriji and Farid Touati used a Pekee robot for mobile robot navigation via Q-
learning similar to the ideas discussed in this thesis. The QLearning algorithm is applied
to coordinate between these behaviors, which allows for a great reduction in learning con-
vergence times. This paper showed Q-learning can be used as a successful method for
robot collision avoidance. Therefore, simulation and experimental results confirmed that
the robot could learn and choose the best action in various environments. It means that the
robot learned the desired results correctly.[7]
In another paper, Lvwen Huang, Dongjian built their own indoor robot. The robot has
2
ultrasonics sensors and infrared sensors to detect obstacles around the robot. Unlike other
experiments, the robot used optimal path and Q-value table being found and obtained from
PC navigation simulation. After gaining the table, the robot moved in indoor environments
using Q-learning. In summary, the study used a Q-Learning based navigation method to
solve the moving control along a specified path of real indoor mobile robot.[8]
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2. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
2.1 Machine Learning
Machine learning is a computer learning without being explicitly programmed. The
field of machine learning is broken up into three categories: supervised, unsupervised, and
reinforcement learning.
In supervised learning[9], after an action is taken, a learner tells an agent what the
best action would have been. In supervised learning, the agent has a teacher, and the
teacher has knowledge. The agent tries to emulate the teacher gradually. In unsupervised
learning[9], the learner does not tell the agent afterwards what the best action would have
been. Therefore, the agent learns based on task-independent measurements of the quality
of representation. In reinforcement learning[9], when the agent takes the action, the agent
learns how to achieve a task in the environment by trial-and-error interactions.
2.2 Reinforcement Learning
The reinforcement learning problem is posed as follows: given a discrete set of states,
a discrete set of actions, a policy, and reward function, find the optimal policy that maxi-
mizes the future reward. A policy defines a learning agent’s way of performing at a given
state. Simply, it is just a plan, and it is a mapping from some states of the environment for
an action to be taken when in those states.[1]
For example, when the agent takes an action, the environment produces a new state and
reward. According to the reinforcement learning algorithm, the agent updates its policy
from the current state, next state and reward. In Figure 2.1,there is a drawing illustrating
the basic reinforcement learning model.
The best method to imitate learning behavior in humans is reinforcement learning. In
reinforcement learning, the learner is a decision-making agent that takes actions in an en-
4
vironment and receive a reward for the actions in trying to solve a problem. After finishing
trial-and error, it should learn the best policy to maximize the future total reward.
Figure 2.1: Reinforcement learning flowchart[1]
2.3 Markov Decision Process (MDP)
A reinforcement learning task that satisfies the Markov property is called a Markov
decision process, or MDP[1]. A Markov decision process consists of:
• An agent
• An environment
• A finite set of states
• A finite set of actions
• A reinforcement reward function
• A state transition function
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• Discount factor
• Learning rate
Figure 2.2: Markov decision process description picture[1]
When an agent interacts with an environment, the environment always provides states
that the agent observes. The agent takes actions in the environment which provide a re-
ward. A state transition function is a plan of how the agent decides which actions to take
given the state. There are two factor to consider: discount factor and learning rate. Dis-
count factor describes how much of a future reward the agent wants. Learning rate means
the agent considers how fast the agent wants to change the state transition function. If the
learning rate is too large, the agent will continue to stay within local optima or around the
place of the agent’s converge.
Markov Decision Process is particularly important to the reinforcement learning. A
necessary condition for a reinforcement learning problem to be modeled as a Markov De-
cision Process is that the state transitions are independent of any previous environment
states and actions. In other words, the state transitions have to be independent of the ac-
tions of the agent until this point, and only depend on the current state.
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TD(Temporal-Difference) methods can learn directly from experience in an environ-
ment and update estimates based on other learned estimates before a final outcome. TD
methods use experience to solve problems because robots learn their estimates in part of
other estimates. There are two main classes: on-policy and off-policy. The two classes are
presented in next sections.
2.3.1 SARSA(On-policy)
SARSA(State-Action-Reward-State-Action) is one type of on-policy reinforcement
learning that estimates the value of a policy being followed. A SARSA consists of:
• An agent
• An environment
• A finite set of states
• A finite set of actions
• A reinforcement reward function
• A state transition function
• A q-value
• Discount factor
• Learning rate
An agent will interact with the environment and update a Q-value based on actions taken.
Q-value means the agent’s current estimate reward in an state with an action. An experi-
ence in SARSA means that the agent was in a state, did an action, received a reward, and
arrived at another state, from which it decided to do another action. Based on this, the new
experience is updated to the Q-value.
7
Figure 2.3: One sample SARSA code[1]
2.3.2 Q-Learning(Off-policy)
One of the simplest methods to implement is Q-Learning, and it is also a widely used
model-free reinforcement learning and proposed by Watkins[1]. A Q-Learning consists
of:
• An agent
• An environment
• A finite set of states
• A finite set of actions
• A reinforcement reward function
• A state transition function
• A q-value
• Discount factor
• Learning rate
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Q-Learning has the Q-value for predicted future rewards, and it is stored in a table,
which is a lookup table. If the discount factor is zero, it makes the agent myopic, which
is when the agent only cares about current rewards. However, if discount factor is close
to one, it will make the agent try for a long-term high rewards. For learning rate, if it is
zero, the agent does not learn anything. If learning rate is close to one, the agent only cares
about the most recent rewards.[10]
Q-Learning is similar as SARSA, but there is one difference. During the update, Q-
learning uses the maximum reward of available actions instead of Q-value based on actions
take. Q-Learning needs to explore all of the possible states to converge correctly. There
are several methods to solve this problem. Simply, an agent always chooses an action for
given state with the highest Q value. If there is a tie, the agent choose an action at random.
However, it is extremely inefficient, and the agent might miss a lot of possible states. To
improve efficiency, epsilon term can be used to solve the exploration problem. Briefly,
if a random number is less than epsilon value, the agent does not follow an action with
the highest Q-value. The agent choose an action at random. Detailed explanation for the
epsilon greedy method in next section.[2][11]
Figure 2.4: One sample Q-learning code[1]
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2.3.3 Epsilon-greedy Method
Epsilon-greedy method is used for explorative policy, which chooses random actions
with a fixed probability and the action with highest Q value otherwise. Learning rate
controls how fast the policy is modified. One expects to start with a high learning rate,
which allows fast changes, and low the learning rate as time progresses. Discount factor
determines the importance of future rewards. If discount factor is zero, the agent only
considers current reward, and if discount factor approaches one, the agent cares about the
future rewards. This method is called off-policy because the Q value of the best next action
is used without using the policy that can decide an action.
Figure 2.5: Epsilon-greedy method
2.3.4 Q-Learning Flowchart
In this section, Q-Learning algorithm is described step by step. First, an agent ini-
tializes a Q-Table, and receives the first state from an environment, and decides an action
based on the state or randomly decides an action. After the agent finishes performing the
action, the agent updates Q-value via the update function. Again the agent receives another
state from the environment. The agent keep repeating the processing until the number of
repetitions is met.
10
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3. TESTBED DISCRIPTION
Figure 3.1: TestBed pictures
3.1 System Overview
In this experiment, a Boe-Bot shield with arduino uno is used. The robot has raspberry
Pi 2 for storing a Q-table. The robot is equipped with 5 ultrasonic sensors, but only three
of them are used for now. If we use all five ultrasonic sensors, the robot needs more time
to converge, so we used only three of them to save time. A line follower sensor is attached
below Boe-Bot for detecting black line. raspberry pi and arduino communicate with each
other via I2C communication. One external portable battery is connected to raspberry pi 2
for power.
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Figure 3.2: Overall architecture of the robot
3.2 Part Lists
Bot-Bot, arduino uno and a top metal plate are used building for a platform because
Boe-Bot works well with arduino uno, and a top metal plate is strong and light. Also, the
chosen chassis for Boe-Bot is high-quality aluminium. Raspberry pi 2 can create and store
Q-Table. Five ultrasonic sensors are attached on the Boe-Bot. For detecting a destination,
a line follower sensor is attached under the Boe-Bot.
3.2.1 Boe-Bot
The Boe-Bot has two continuous rotation servos. Moreover, the Boe-Bot shield is
compatible with an arduino uno, so it makes easy to build circuits and connect servos to
the arduino uno. A solderless breadboard, servo ports, and the Shield makes arduino uno
programming easy.
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3.2.2 Arduino Uno
Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328P, and allows for
faster transfer rates and more memory. It has fourteen digital I/O pins and six analog pins.
Moreover it has 32KB of flash memory amd 2KB of RAM, and it can be simply connected
to a raspberry pi 2 with a USB cable. It is the most famous microcontroller and it is easy to
use for controlling sensors and servos. It is also an open source physical computing plat-
form. Lastly, arduino uno does not need operating system overhead. Therefore, arduino
uno is microcontroller for the Boe-Bot.
Figure 3.3: Arduino uno picture
3.2.3 Top Red Metal Plate
The top metal plate is fabricated to attach ultrasonic sensors and Raspberry pi 2 to an
Boe-Bot. This plate is a milled aluminum plate that is strong enough to secure the sensors
and Raspberry pi 2. The plate dimensions are 70mm x 80mm x 1mm and weight is 10.3g.
3.2.4 Raspberry Pi 2
Raspberry pi 2 is similar to a fully functional computer, so it can run operating sys-
tem(OS) like linux, windows, and mac. Raspberry pi 2 has an ARMv7 Quad Core Proces-
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sor, running at 900MHz, and it can run an operating system from a microSD card. It has
four built-in USB ports and a HDMI port. A keyboard and a mouse are connected to it via
USB ports, and a monitor is connected to it via a HDMI cable. Using these devices, python
codes can be programmed. For power supply, an external battery should be connected to
the micro-USB port. It has forty GPIO pins: GPIO, UART, I2C, SPI as well as 3.3 and
5V sources. Raspberry pi 2 is attached to the top metal plate. Raspberry pi 2 can simulate
python codes and store Q-tables. Therefore, the robot does not have to update Q-Table
during running. It uses the given Q-table.
Figure 3.4: Raspberry pi 2 model B+
3.2.5 External Portable Battery
For the thesis, Anker 2nd-generation astro E5 is used for power supply. This battery
has high-capacity 16750mAh, and when it connects to the testbed, it delivers its fastest
possible charge up to 3A. Therefore, the testbed can run for the thesis. Additionally, there
are four LEDs on the battery, and the LEDs show how much battery life remains.
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Figure 3.5: External portable battery
3.2.6 Ultrasonic Sensor
Figure 3.6: Ultrasonic distance sensor
The ultrasonic ranging sensors include an ultrasonic transmitter and a receiver and con-
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trol circuit. It has four pins: VDD(Power), Trig(Trigger), Echo(Receive), and GND(Ground).
The testbed can supply a short pulse to the trigger input to start measuring a distance, and
the sensor detects its echo. After detecting the echo, the testbed can calculate the distance
through a time interval between sending a trigger signal and detecting an echo signal.
There five ultrasonic sensors are attached on the Boe-Bot, but only three ultrasonic
sensors are used for this project. Each ultrasonic sensor returns distance measurements to
Raspberry pi 2. These values give measures of distance to obstacles in the proximity of
the sensors.
• Limitations
– Obstacles cannot be soft objects.
– Ultrasonic sensor cannot detect longer than 300 feets.
– At least part of the object in order to provide a surface capable of reflecting the
ping wave.
• Solutions
– No soft objects.
– The robot will perform indoors.
– Rough surface obstacles will be used.
For using rough surface for obstacles, single sided corrugated card board is attached on
the walls to create rough surfaces for obstacle. . With using the cardboard, an echo signal
can be possible to back to an ultrasonic sensor, so the testbed can measure a distance.
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Figure 3.7: Solution for reflection problem
3.2.7 Digital Encoder for Boe-Bot
A digital encoder is known as wheel odometry. The digital encoder provides wheel
rotation feedback that the Boe-Bot can use to perform more consistent maneuvers than not
using a digital encoder. Also, this device is simple and easy to install and did not rely on a
separate co-processor to mange the encoder pulses. This device mounts next to the wheels
emitting infrared light and detecting reflections as the spokes pass by. The wheels have
evenly spaced holes - enough for thirty two pulse edges per revolution. By incorporating
the encoders, the robot can tell how far each wheel has turned and is able to read the
wheels’ movements. Based on what the robot reads about the wheels’ movements, it can
figure out a desired destination. Therefore, the robot can move and rotate more stably and
precisely, using this device.
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3.2.8 Line Follower Sensor
A line follower sensor is attached below the Boe-Bot. The sensor has a 3 pins: VDD,
GND, and OUT. It detects reflected light coming from its own infrared LED, and it mea-
sures the amount of the reflected infrared light. Therefore, it can detect black color so that
the robot can detect destination.
Figure 3.8: Line follower sensor
3.2.9 Whisker Bumper
The whisker bumper is attached to the front of the testbed, like a cat’s whiskers. It can
provide inputs that trigger some form of programmed output. The testbed can stop moving
if the whisker bumper is pressed. The whisker circuit is wired for active-low output, so
they each send a low signal when they are pressed and a high signal when they are not
pressed. Whenever the whiskers are pressed, and arduino uno gets zero value, the testbed
stops at once. Therefore, the whiskers can protect the testbed from collision.
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3.3 Extra Set-up
For the robot, There are three set-ups needed for performing collision avoidance. One
is I2C communication between raspberry pi and arduino uno. The second set-up is WI-FI
for autonomous accessing, so any laptop or desktop can access to the raspberry pi. Finally,
Arduino-IDE should be installed on raspbian.
3.3.1 Install Arduino-IDE
Regarding recent raspbian, there is no Arduino-IDE software, Simply, ‘sudo apt-get in-
stall arduino’command can install Arduino IDE on raspbian. After installing the software,
arduino uno codes can be uploaded from raspberry pi 2.
3.3.2 I2C Communication
There are several methods to communicate between Raspberry pi 2 and Arduino Uno.
One of methods is communication via USB cable. This method does not need extra wiring
to communicate between raspberry pi 2 and arduino uno. Also, the method does not need
any instalment on raspberry pi 2. However, during the testing, some of character were
missing with no reason. Arduino Uno is connected USB cable to Raspberry pi 2, so USB
cable cannot handle Power supply line and communication. Another method involves
using a bluetooth device, but it needs more wiring than I2C communication. Therefore,
I2C Communication is the best communication for the robot. For wiring I2C between
Raspberry pi and Arduino Uno, there are three connections: ground connection, SDA
connection and SCL connection. For I2C communication, Raspberry pi 2 and Arduino
Uno have to be connected like below Figure 3.9.
After wiring, several files need to be modified to run I2C communication on rasp-
berry pi 2. On /etc/modprobe.d/raspi-balcklist.conf, blacklist i2c-bcm2780 line should be
removed. On /etc/moduels, i2c-dev should be added. To install I2C tools, command line
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Figure 3.9: I2C communication wiring between raspberry pi 2 andvarudino uno (ground
connection - black wire, SDA connection - yellow wire, SCL connection - red wire)[3]
‘sudo apt-get install i2c-tools’is required. For using I2C, python-smbus is required. This
command ‘sudo apt-get install python-smbus’provides I2C support for the python.
3.3.3 WI-FI on Texas A&M University
WI-FI is necessary for controlling the testbed. A WIFI USB Adapter is attached to
Raspberry Pi. However, raspberry pi cannot connect to university wifi itself, so for using
university WIFI, two files should be modified before running the testbed. The two files are
/etc/network/interface and /etc/wpasupplicant/wpasupplicant.conf . The two files
should be same as below.
After this step, Raspberry Pi can access University WIFI. With WIFI, PC or Laptop
can access to Raspberry pi 2 to control it.
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Figure 3.10: Content of /etc/network/interface[4]
Figure 3.11: The lines should be added on wpasupplicant.conf [4]
Figure 3.12: Wifi usb adapter
3.4 Problem for Using Other Sensors
There are other sensors can be used for the thesis. In other research, people are using
location of an agent in simulation. An IR-Beacon Sensor can be used for direction of an
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agent in other research. 360 degree laser sensor for distance measurement is a famous
device for collision avoidance research. However, these devices have several problems for
the thesis.
3.4.1 Indoor GPS
Many researchers are working on indoor GPS devices. There are several methods to
localize an agent. One of the methods is using Blue-tooth. Using distances between an
agent and base stations, the agent can assume the location. However, the device is not
utilized for collision avoidance. First of all, measuring distance via bluetooth can involve
noise if there are some obstacles near the agent. Therefore, indoor gps cannot be used for
the thesis.
3.4.2 IR Beacon
IR-Beacon has a reflection problem. Because of reflection, ir-beacon can detect wrong
direction of an agent, causing the agent to decide a wrong action.
Figure 3.13: Ir-beacon device
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3.4.3 360 Degree Laser Sensor for Distance Measurement
Some researchers are using a 360 degree laser scanner device. However, the device is
fragile and expensive for the thesis.
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4. METHODOLOGY
4.1 The Task and Environment
The task for the robot is to learn obstacle avoidance and arrive at a specific destination
as shown in other papers[12][13][14]. The testbed robot has three ultrasonic sensors to
measure distances between the robot and obstacles. To detect a destination, a line follower
sensor is attached under the robot. When the sensor detects a black tape, the robot will
be stopped by itself. The robot can perform three different movements: forward, left, and
right. Before the robot arrives at the destination, the robot uses data from three ultrasonic
sensors. Based on the data, the robot chooses one movement. Additionally, the robot
should consume less energy. The energy-efficient Q-learning algorithm was tested on both
the computer and the robot. To save time, the robot used the Q-Table from the software’s
Q-Table, so the robot did not have to learn anything during the demonstration.
4.2 Transfer Q-Table from Software to Hardware
Using cPickel function, a Q-Table from the software simulation can be stored on a PC,
but when the Q-Table was transferred from PC to raspberry pi, an error occurred. That’s
because raspberry pi and Windows have different versions of skeletons. Because of the
difference, a Q-Table should be created on raspberry pi 2. For using a Q-Table from the
software simulation, python codes should be simulated on raspberry pi which is mounted
on the testbed.
4.3 Software Set-up, States, and Actions
Python 2.7 and pygame[15] are used for simulation environments, and only python
standard libraries are utilized. Each line detects distances between the robot and obstacles.
An ultrasonic sensor is best at a 30 degree angle, and it detects the closest object. Angle
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between two lines is 15 degrees, so three lines are equal to one ultrasonic sensor. If each
line measures different distances, the agent choose the shortest one.
Figure 4.1: Picture of the agent on pygame and python
4.3.1 States Sensor-Space Division
Distance thresholds are defined to discrete states in Table 4.1. There are three ultra-
sonic sensors, to the total of states is 64.
Table 4.1: Discreted distance
Distance Value Given by the Sensor (pixels)
Too Long Range Longer than 300
Long-Range 200 to 300
Mid-Range 100 to 200
Short-Range 0 to 100
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4.3.2 Action-Set Construction Forward Left Right
The actions are defined by three discrete robot actions. The robot has three basic
actions: move forward (F), turn left and move forward, and turn right and move forward.
Only three actions are used for the study because more actions need and more time to
converge. Forward action means the agent moves forward 20 pixels. Left actions means
agent turns left 30 pixels and moves forward 20 pixels. Right actions means agent turns
right 30 pixels and moves forward 20 pixels.
Figure 4.2: Three different actions in simulation
4.3.3 Measure of Performance: Estimated Energy Consumption on Software
To estimate energy consumption, duration and power consumption are needed. Dura-
tion is measured via python code. Power consumption is measured via LCD USB Mini
Voltage and Current and capacity Detector USB Charger Tester Meter. This device can
measure voltage and current at the same time while the robot is moving. Multiplying volt-
age and current is power. With time for each action and power from the device, the robot
can estimate energy consumption for each action.
Duration for Forward is 1.5 seconds and duration for Left and Right is 1.9 seconds. Du-
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ration for not actions is 0.7 seconds. Power consumption of performing action is 2.95W,
and power consumption of not performing action is 2.30W. Therefore, estimated total en-
ergy consumption is:
Estimated Total Energy Consumption
for performing action
= 2.95× 1.5× TotalNumberofForward
+ 1.9× (TotalNumberofTurns) (4.1)
Estimated Total Energy Consumption
for not performing action
= 0.7× 2.30× TotalNumberofActions (4.2)
Estimated Total Energy Consumption
= (4.1) + (4.2) (4.3)
Figure 4.3: LCD usb mini voltage and current and capacity detector USB charger tester
meter
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4.4 Hardware Set-up, States, and Actions
The wall height is 30cm. Single sided corrugated cardboard is attached on the walls.
With Single sided corrugated cardboard, ultrasonic sensor reflection problem can be solved(See
Figure 3.1.1). Polystyrene foam board insulation is used for set-up walls. Electrical tape is
used for the target which is the red target on software. With these, four different maps were
created for testing the testbed. The relationship between software distances and hardware
distance is that software distances multiply 30 and divides by 100. For example, 30 cm is
same as 100 pixels.
4.4.1 Sensor-Space Division
Distance thresholds are defined to discrete states in the given Table 4.2. Unlike soft-
ware, if measured distance value is too large and not reasonable, state is same as short-
range. During demonstration of the robot, if the value was extremely large or not rea-
sonable, the robot was too close to the walls. This happens because of ultrasonic sen-
sors’limitations.
Table 4.2: Discreted distance on hardware
Distance Value Given by the Sensor (cm)
Too Long Range Longer than 90
Long-Range 60 to 90
Mid-Range 30 to 60
Short-Range 0 to 30
If an ultrasonic sensor measures higher than 90 cm, state is same as short range. That’s
because when the robot is too close to obstacle and the obstacle is not precise sensor align-
ment.
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4.4.2 Action-Set Construction: Forward Left Right
To measure a particular distance,(4.4) equation is required. The Boe-Bot speed is
23cm/s.[16]
Servo run time =
Boe Bot distance
Boe Bot speed
(4.4)
For deciding servo run time, delay function is used in the arduino. If the delay is
equal to 2220, the robot will travel for 2.22 seconds. In this case, the robot moves forward
51.06cm. However, if the method is used for the thesis, the robot would not move correctly.
Variables like battery power level, friction on different surfaces, and even manufacturing
tolerances in the motors can severely reduce the robots accuracy in driving a particular
distance.
Thats why digital encoder is used for the thesis.[16] The digital encoder provides wheel
rotation feedback that the robot can use to perform more consistent maneuvers. The wheel
diameter is 66.20mm, so circumference is 208mm. The wheel has 32 pokes, separated by
32 spaces, so the total of tick is 64. Therefore, one tick is same as move 3.25mm. For
example, if the agent wants to move forward 32.5mm, the digital encoder should detect 10
ticks. Using the method, the agent can move exactly a particular distance.[16]
For rotating a particular angle, parallax tutorial table is used. If the robot detects 3
ticks, the robot rotates around 10 degrees. If the robot detects 17 ticks, the robot rotates 60
degrees. In the study, the robot should rotate 30 degree like software simulation. 8 ticks is
the same as rotating 30 degrees. The finite set of the actions is defined by three discrete
robot actions like the software’s agent. Three basic actions: move forward (F), turn left and
move forward, and turn right and move forward. The robot has the three actions based on
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the robot heading orientation. Forward action means the robot moves forward 5cm. Left
actions means agent turns left 30 degree and moves forward 5cm. Right actions means
agent turns right 30 degree and moves forward 5cm.
Figure 4.4: Hardware three actions
4.4.3 Measure of Performance Estimated Energy Sonsumption on Hardware
Duration for Forward is 1.5 seconds and duration for Left and Right is 1.9 seconds.
Duration for no actions is 0.7 seconds. Power consumption of performing action is 2.95W,
and power consumption of not performing action is 2.30W.
Estimated Total Energy Consumption
for performing action
= 2.95× 1.5× TotalNumberofForward
+ 1.9× (TotalNumberofTurns) (4.5)
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Estimated Total Energy Consumption
for not performing action
= 0.7× 2.30× TotalNumberofActions (4.6)
However, there is a difference between total measured duration and estimated total
duration and the total measured duration is always longer than the total estimated duration.
That’s because raspberry pi has low CPU. Raspberry pi CPU is only 800MHz. For this
reason, it generates the difference time.
Estimated Extra Energy Consumtion = Difference duration× 2.30 (4.7)
Therefore, for estimating total energy consumption on real robot, estimated total en-
ergy consumption is
Estimated Total Energy Consumption = (4.5) + (4.6) + (4.7) (4.8)
4.5 Energy-Efficient Q-Learning
There are important three factors in Q-Learning: learning rate(α), discount factor(γ)
and reward function(R(s)). Q-Learning update function has the three factors. For t =
0,1,2,. . .
Q(st, at)← (1− α)Q(st, at) + α[R(s) + γmax
a
Q(st+1, a)] (4.9)
An agent decides learning rate for how much new value will override the old informa-
tion, and discount factor for the importance of future rewards. Reward function is given
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depending on an action. For deciding learning rate (α) and discount factor (γ), software
simulation was tested on map 1. Based on the results, when learning rate is 0.1 and dis-
count factor is 0.9, the total energy consumption is the smallest on map 1. Therefore, these
values are used for the other maps.
Each action takes different energy consumption, so all actions cannot be same priority.
Reward function can change priority for each action. Therefore, to give different priority
to each action, reward function is modified.
4.5.1 Designed Reward Function
For giving different priority for each action, a reward function is modified. Forward
action needs about 1.5 seconds, left action right action need about 1.9 seconds. Moreover
power consumption for performing action is 2.95W. Based on these values, estimated en-
ergy consumption for forward action is 4.425J and estimated energy consumption for left
and right action is 5.605J. Therefore, the ratio of forward, left and right actions is 1 : 1.26 :
1.26. Based on this relationship, the thesis used same ratio as energy consumption of each
action reward. More energy consumption, more negative reward, so each action reward is
negative.
• Duration for each action
– Forward : 1.5 seconds
– Left, Right : 1.9 seconds
• Power Consumption for performing action
– 5.09(Voltage) * 0.58(Current) = 2.95W
• Estimated Energy Consumption
– Forward Action Estimated Energy Consumption : 4.425J
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– Left Action Estimated Energy Consumption : 5.605J
– Right Action Estimated Energy Consumption : 5.605J
• Reward Function Ratio
– Reward(Forward) : Reward(Left),Reward(Right) = -1 : -(1.26)n
When n is increased, total energy consumption is decreased. When n is 10, total energy
consumption is the smallest on map 1.
4.5.2 Discount Factor
Discount factor means that an agent determines the important of future rewards. There-
fore, the Discount factor can affect to total energy consumption. However, other re-
searchers did not consider discount factor for their researches, so they did not try an ex-
periment with varying discount factor and they used 0.9 value for discount factor. For
example, Handy Wicaksono used 0.9 value for discount factor, and the author did not con-
sider it for Q-learning behavior on autonomous navigation of physical robot [14]. Below
Figure shows a results for the experiment with varying discount factor. Because of the
below graph, discount factor value is 0.9 for the study.
4.5.3 Learning Rate
Learning rate means that how much new information will supersede an old informa-
tion. Learning rate value is 0.1 for the thesis. If learning rate value is increased, the
successful rate for convergence for desired performance is decreased. Therefore, 0.1 value
was used for learning rate in this thesis.
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Figure 4.5: Estimated energy consumption with varying discount factor
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5. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS
5.1 Software
Ten different maps are used for the software experiments. The red square is a target,
and black line is obstacles. The small car image is the agent. For collecting data, window
8 was used instead of raspberry pi. That’s because window 8 is much faster than raspberry
pi. The total iteration is 3000, discount factor is 0.9, and learning rate is 0.1. Twenty trials
are needed for each maps, and calculate estimated energy consumption for each map.
Figure 5.1: Ten different maps for simulation
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5.2 Software Result
For testing Q-learning and energy-efficient Q-learning, the ten different maps are used
for investigating various environments. For each map, Q-learning and energy-efficient
Q-learning trajectories are compared. Also, total energy consumption, total duration and
total movement distance are compared for these two Q-learning.
5.2.1 Software Map 1
This is a simple map. There is one obstacle in the map, and there is one red target on
the top left. The agent only needs to turn left once to arrive at the red target. Below Figure
5.2 shows trajectory for the agent movement until it arrives at the red target.
Figure 5.2: Software map 1 trajectory for Q-learning (left) and energy-efficient Q-learning
(right)
5.2.2 Software Map 2
This is also a simple map like map 1. The agent only needs to turn right once to
arrive at the red target. Below Figure 5.3 shows trajectory for the agent movement until it
arrives at the red target. Like map 1, energy-efficient Q-learning algorithm is shorter than
Q-learning.
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Figure 5.3: Software map 2 trajectory for Q-learning (left) and energy-efficient Q-learning
(right)
5.2.3 Software Map 3
This is more complicated map than previous two maps. There are two obstacles in the
map, and the map has one red target. The agent needs to turn left first and turn right to
arrive at the red target. In this map, the agent used less left and right turns, so the trajectory
is shorter than Q-learning.
Figure 5.4: Software map 3 trajectory for Q-learning (left) and energy-efficient Q-learning
(right)
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5.2.4 Software Map 4
This map is similar to map 3. Unlike map 3, the agent needs to turn right first and turn
left to arrive at the red target. However, the result is similar as map 3. The energy-efficient
Q-learning trajectory is shorter, and it consumes less total duration. Therefore, the energy-
efficient Q-learning uses less total energy consumption than the Q-learning.
Figure 5.5: Software map 4 trajectory for Q-learning (left) and energy-efficient Q-learning
(right)
5.2.5 Software Map 5
Through map 1 to map 4, the agent does not need to choose a path. However, the agent
needs to choose a path to arrive at the red target. In this map, the red target is on the left
side. During learning phase, the agent finds out where the target is. After the agent learns,
the agent knows where the target is, and it moves to the target like below figure. This result
shows the agent can detect the red target via Q-learning and energy-efficient Q-learning.
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Figure 5.6: Software map 5 trajectory for Q-learning (left) and energy-efficient Q-learning
(right)
5.2.6 Software Map 6
This map is same as map 5, but the target is on the right side. Therefore, the agent needs
to choose path to arrive at the red target like map 5. In this map, even though the target
is the other side, total energy consumption, total duration, and total agent’s movement are
smaller in energy-efficient Q-learning.
Figure 5.7: Software map 6 trajectory for Q-learning (left) and energy-efficient Q-learning
(right)
5.2.7 Software Map 7
The agent needs to avoid four obstacles to arrive at the red target. There are several
ways to arrive at the destination. In the map, the agent turns right only once in both Q-
learning in simulation, but energy-efficient Q-learning algorithm takes less total energy
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consumption, total duration, and total distance to arrive at the destination.
Figure 5.8: Software map 7 trajectory for Q-learning (left) and energy-efficient Q-learning
(right)
5.2.8 Software Map 8
In this map, there are three big obstacles, and there is on one red target. The agent
avoids the obstacles and arrives at the red target. The agent learns the target location
during learning phase. After learning, the agent can arrive at the destination. Below figure
is one of samples from software simulations for each Q-learning algorithms.
Figure 5.9: Software map 8 trajectory for Q-learning (left) and energy-efficient Q-learning
(right)
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5.2.9 Software Map 9
The red target is on the top right. The agent avoids three obstacles and arrives at
the destination. Below figure shows trajectories for Q-learning result and energy-efficient
Q-learning result.
Figure 5.10: Software map 9 trajectory for Q-learning (left) and energy-efficient Q-
learning (right)
5.2.10 Software Map 10
In this map, there are three obstacles and one red target. The agent needs to turn left at
least two times to arrive at the red target.
Figure 5.11: Software map 10 trajectory for Q-learning (left) and energy-efficient Q-
learning (right)
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5.2.11 Software Estimated Total Duration Result
Durations for each actions are measured manually. Forward duration is 1.5 seconds.
Left and right durations are 1.9 seconds. Also the program counted the number of each
actions. Based on these measurement and total number of actions, total duration can be
estimated. The experimental results of comparison of the two different Q-Learning algo-
rithm can be seen below Table.
Table 5.1: Software duration results on the various environments
Estimated Total Duration(s) Duration Saving(%)
Map Q-Learning Energy-Efficient Q-Learning (Dnew Dold)/Dold*100
Map1 60.8 57.7 -5.09
Map2 69.9 58.1 -16.88
Map3 67.7 59.8 -11.66
Map4 65.8 59.9 -8.96
Map5 103.8 86.2 -16.95
Map6 101.6 87.8 -13.58
Map7 190.8 178.3 -6.55
Map8 161.7 147.7 -8.65
Map9 179.8 147.2 -18.1
Map10 210.9 187.1 -11.2
5.2.12 Software Estimated Total Distance Result
All actions’distances are same. The distance is 20 pixels on software. Based on the
distance and the number of actions, total distance can be estimated. The experimental
results of comparison of the two different Q-Learning algorithm can be seen below Table.
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Table 5.2: Software distance results on the various environments
Estimated Total Distance(pixels) Distance Saving(%)
Map Q-Learning Energy-Efficient Q-Learning (Dnew Dold)/Dold*100
Map1 700 680 -2.85
Map2 780 700 -10.25
Map3 760 680 -10.52
Map4 740 700 -8.96
Map5 1200 1040 -16.95
Map6 1120 1060 -13.58
Map7 1635 1561 -4.48
Map8 1401 1320 -5.78
Map9 1578 1318 -16.4
Map10 1795 1666 -7.18
5.2.13 Software Estimated Total Energy Consumption Result
Based on the measurements, power consumptions and the number of actions, total
energy consumptions are estimated for the various maps. The experimental results of
comparison of the two different Q-Learning algorithm can be seen below Table.
Table 5.3: Software energy consumption results on the various environments
Estimated Energy Consumption(J) Energy Saving(%)
Map Q-Learning Energy-Efficient Q-Learning (Enew Eold)/Eold*100
Map1 230.105 218.170 -5.18
Map2 264.865 219.485 -17.13
Map3 256.470 226.430 -11.71
Map4 249.255 226.565 -9.10
Map5 392.780 325.620 -17.09
Map6 385.160 331.655 -13.89
Map7 525.737 490.702 -6.66
Map8 455.274 405.819 -10.8
Map9 494.687 404.314 -18.2
Map10 581.466 514.161 -11.5
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5.3 Hardware
The testbed tried on four different maps. Hardware map 1 through map 4 are same as
software map 1 through map 4. This results show energy-efficient Q-learning works on
the real world.
Figure 5.12: Four different maps on the real world
5.4 Hardware Result
For testing q-learning and energy efficiency q-learning on the real world, four different
maps are used for investigating various environments. First two maps are simple map, the
agent needs to turn once. Map 3 and map 4, the agent needs to turn left and right once
respectively.
5.4.1 Hardware Map 1
This is a simple map. The robot only needs to turn left once to arrive at the electrical
tape, and it is same as software map 1.
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Figure 5.13: Hardware map 1 trajectory for Q-learning(left) and energy-efficient Q-
learning(right)
5.4.2 Hardware Map 2
This is a simple map. The robot only needs to turn right once to arrive at the electrical
tape, and it is same as software map 2.
Figure 5.14: Hardware map 2 trajectory for Q-learning(left) and energy-efficient Q-
learning(right)
5.4.3 Hardware Map 3
This is more complicated map than previous two maps. The robot needs to turn left
first and turn right to arrive at the electrical tape, and it is same as software map 3.
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Figure 5.15: Hardware map 3 trajectory for Q-learning(left) and energy-efficient Q-
learning(right)
5.4.4 Hardware Map 4
This is more complicated map than previous two maps. The robot needs to turn right
first and turn left to arrive at the electrical tape, and it is same as software map 4.
Figure 5.16: Hardware map 4 trajectory for Q-learning(left) and energy-efficient Q-
learning(right)
5.4.5 Hardware Total Duration Result
Total duration is actually measured, not estimated. Total duration is until the robot
arrives at the destination, which is a black tape line. The results of comparison of the two
algorithm can be seen below Table.
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Table 5.4: Hardware total duration results on the various environments
Total Duration(s) Duration Saving(%)
Map Q-Learning Energy-Efficient Q-Learning (Dnew Dold)/Dold*100
Map1 96 85 -11.45
Map2 96 92 -4.16
Map3 113 111 -1.77
Map4 120 965 -20.0
5.4.6 Hardware Estimated Total Distance Result
All actions’distances are same. Each action’s distance is about 5 cm. Based on it and
the number of each actions, total distance is estimated. The results of comparison can be
seen below Table.
Table 5.5: Hardware total distance results on the various environments
Total Distance(cm) Distance Saving(%)
Map Q-Learning Energy-Efficient Q-Learning (Dnew Dold)/Dold*100
Map1 155 140 -9.67
Map2 160 150 -6.25
Map3 190 180 -5.26
Map4 200 155 -22.5
5.4.7 Hardware Estimated Total Energy Consumption Result
Based on measurements, power consumption and the number of each actions, total en-
ergy consumptions are estimated. The energy-efficient Q-Learning consumes less energy
than Q-Learning on the real robot. The experimental results of comparison of the two
different Q-Learning algorithm on the robot can be seen Table.
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Table 5.6: Hardware result on the various environments
Estimated Energy Consumption(J) Energy Saving(%)
Map Q-Learning Energy-Efficient Q-Learning (Enew Eold)/Eold*100
Map1 257.265 224.620 -12.68
Map2 256.940 245.010 -4.64
Map3 301.890 295.340 -2.16
Map4 322.540 254.405 -21.10
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6. CONCLUSION
This master’s thesis has shown that a real robot can avoid collision with energy-
efficient Q-learning. In this thesis, some background on Q-learning was described in the
beginning. The testbed description was explained, and all parts were specified in detail.
Next, upgraded energy-efficient Q-learning is interpreted. Reward function was adjusted
for energy efficiency Q-Learning. For improving energy consumption on Q-Learning,
energy-efficient Q-Learning was designed. To achieve this goal, each action had various
rewards to get different priorities. The other factors were fixed, and these values were de-
termined via simulations. After the energy-efficient Q-learning explanation, using python
standard library, the energy-efficient Q-Learning was simulated. The ten different maps
were tested for original Q-learning and energy efficiency Q-learning on simulation. Fur-
thermore, the energy-efficient Q-Learning was also tested on a real robot. Four different
maps were used for testing original Q-learning and energy-efficient Q-learning on the
testbed.
On the software, the code in python is designed as hardware-friendly, so the results
are similar as hardware results. Moreover, the real robot can use Q-Table that produce
via simulation because the code is hardware-friendly. The hardware is tested and verified
energy-efficient Q-Learning for collision avoidance.
The energy-efficient Q-learning algorithm consumes less energy than original Q-learning
on simulation. The agent requires rotating left or right once on map 1 and 2. The agent re-
quires rotating one left turn and one right turn on map 3 and 4. The agent has the options to
choose direction left or right on map 5 and 6. A 5.18%, 17.13%, 11.71%, 9.10%, 17.09%,
and 13.89% reduction is performed for map 1 through 6 ,respectively. The same map 1
through 4 were investigated with the testbed. On the real robot, a 12.68%, 4.64%, 2.16%
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and 21.10% reduction is also reached, on map 1 through 4, respectively on the testbed.
Significant energy efficiency improvement has been achieved for the simulation and the
demonstrating testbed.
To summarize, a real robot with simulation Q-Table was seen to perform the task of
obstacle avoidance by using energy efficiency Q-learning. The energy-efficient Q-learning
shows not only smaller energy-efficient than Q-learning but also better trajectory path for
the agent. In the future, energy-efficient Q-Learning will be investigated doing more vari-
ous actions and more complicated maps.
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APPENDIX A 
A.1 Software Learning Phase Python Code
# S eung j a i Ahn
# C o l l e c e t Data
#Map 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6
# L e f t R i gh t Reward
# I t e r a t i o n 3000
import warn ings
warn ings . f i l t e r w a r n i n g s ( ’ i g n o r e ’ )
import l e a r n i n g , pygame , t ime , sys , Spr i t e_New_SJ
import math
import random
import c P i c k l e
sy s . s e t r e c u r s i o n l i m i t ( 15000 )
pygame . i n i t ( )
# DISPLAY CONSTANTS
f p s = 60
d i s p l a y _w i d t h = 810
d i s p l a y _ h e i g h t = 810
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c a r _w i d t h = 35
c a r _ h e i g h t = 35
b l a ck = ( 0 , 0 , 0 )
wh i t e = (255 , 255 , 255 )
r ed = ( 2 55 , 0 , 0 )
b l u e = ( 0 , 0 , 2 5 5 )
g r e en = ( 0 , 2 55 , 0 )
# DISPLAY SETTING IN PYGAME
gameDisp lay = pygame . d i s p l a y . se t_mode (
( d i s p l a y _w i d t h , d i s p l a y _ h e i g h t ) )
pygame . d i s p l a y . s e t _ c a p t i o n ( ’ Car S imula to r_Q ’ )
c l o ck = pygame . t ime . Clock ( )
# Q−LEARNING
c l a s s s t a t i c :
FLAG = 1
REWARD = 0
c l a s s Obs t a c l e : # f o r now j u s t c o l o r e d r e c t a n g l e s
def _ _ i n i t _ _ ( s e l f , x , y , width , h e i gh t , c o l o r ) :
s e l f . x = x
s e l f . y = y
s e l f . w id th = wid th
s e l f . h e i g h t = h e i g h t
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s e l f . c o l o r = c o l o r
#Map 1
l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s = [ ]
w01 = Ob s t a c l e ( 0 , 0 , 810 , 105 , b l a c k ) # top wa l l
l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append (w01 )
w02 = Ob s t a c l e ( 705 , 0 , 105 , 810 , b l a c k ) # r i g h t wa l l
l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append (w02 )
w03 = Ob s t a c l e ( 0 , 705 , 810 , 105 , b l a c k ) # bo t tom wa l l
l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append (w03 )
w04 = Ob s t a c l e ( 0 , 0 , 105 , 810 , b l a c k ) # l e f t wa l l
l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append (w04 )
w05 = Ob s t a c l e ( 305 , 305 , 10 , 200 , b l a c k )
l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append (w05 )
w07 = Ob s t a c l e ( 305 , 305 , 200 , 10 , b l a c k )
l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append (w07 )
w06 = Ob s t a c l e ( 505 , 305 , 10 , 200 , b l a c k )
l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append (w06 )
w08 = Ob s t a c l e ( 305 , 505 , 210 , 10 , b l a c k )
l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append (w08 )
l i s t _ t a r g e t = [ ]
w09=Ob s t a c l e ( 130 , 130 ,150 , 150 , r ed ) # t a r g e t
l i s t _ t a r g e t . append (w09 )
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#Map 2
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s = [ ]
#w01 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 0 , 810 , 105 , b l a c k ) # t op wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w01 )
#w02 = Obs t a c l e ( 705 , 0 , 105 , 810 , b l a c k ) # r i g h t wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w02 )
#w03 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 705 , 810 , 105 , b l a c k ) # bo t tom wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w03 )
#w04 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 0 , 105 , 810 , b l a c k ) # l e f t wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w04 )
#
#w05 = Obs t a c l e ( 305 , 305 , 10 , 200 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w05 )
#w07 = Obs t a c l e ( 305 , 305 , 200 , 10 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w07 )
#w06 = Obs t a c l e ( 505 , 305 , 10 , 200 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w06 )
#w08 = Obs t a c l e ( 305 , 505 , 210 , 10 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w08 )
# l i s t _ t a r g e t = [ ]
#w09=Obs t a c l e (535 ,130 , 150 ,150 , red ) # t a r g e t
# l i s t _ t a r g e t . append ( w09 )
#Map 3
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s = [ ]
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#w01 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 0 , 810 , 105 , b l a c k ) # t op wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w01 )
#w02 = Obs t a c l e ( 705 , 0 , 105 , 810 , b l a c k ) # r i g h t wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w02 )
#w03 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 705 , 810 , 105 , b l a c k ) # bo t tom wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w03 )
#w04 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 0 , 105 , 810 , b l a c k ) # l e f t wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w04 )
#
#w05 = Obs t a c l e ( 305 , 105 , 10 , 200 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w05 )
#w06 = Obs t a c l e ( 305 , 295 , 400 , 10 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w06 )
#w07 = Obs t a c l e ( 105 , 505 , 400 , 10 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w07 )
#w08 = Obs t a c l e ( 495 , 505 , 10 , 200 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w08 )
#
# l i s t _ t a r g e t = [ ]
#w09=Obs t a c l e (130 ,130 , 150 ,150 , red ) # t a r g e t
# l i s t _ t a r g e t . append ( w09 )
#Map 4
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s = [ ]
#w01 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 0 , 810 , 105 , b l a c k ) # t op wa l l
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# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w01 )
#w02 = Obs t a c l e ( 705 , 0 , 105 , 810 , b l a c k ) # r i g h t wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w02 )
#w03 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 705 , 810 , 105 , b l a c k ) # bo t tom wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w03 )
#w04 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 0 , 105 , 810 , b l a c k ) # l e f t wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w04 )
#
#w05 = Obs t a c l e ( 495 , 105 , 10 , 200 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w05 )
#w06 = Obs t a c l e ( 105 , 295 , 400 , 10 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w06 )
#w07 = Obs t a c l e ( 305 , 505 , 400 , 10 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w07 )
#w08 = Obs t a c l e ( 305 , 505 , 10 , 200 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w08 )
# l i s t _ t a r g e t = [ ]
#w09=Obs t a c l e (530 ,130 , 150 ,150 , red ) # t a r g e t
# l i s t _ t a r g e t . append ( w09 )
#Map 5
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s = [ ]
#w01 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 0 , 1210 , 105 , b l a c k ) # t op wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w01 )
#w02 = Obs t a c l e ( 1105 , 0 , 105 , 810 , b l a c k ) # r i g h t wa l l
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# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w02 )
#w03 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 705 , 1210 , 105 , b l a c k ) # bo t tom wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w03 )
#w04 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 0 , 105 , 810 , b l a c k ) # l e f t wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w04 )
#
#w05 = Obs t a c l e ( 305 , 305 , 10 , 400 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w05 )
#w07 = Obs t a c l e ( 305 , 305 , 200 , 10 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w07 )
#w06 = Obs t a c l e ( 505 , 305 , 10 , 400 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w06 )
#
#w08 = Obs t a c l e ( 705 , 305 , 10 , 400 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w08 )
#w10 = Obs t a c l e ( 705 , 305 , 200 , 10 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w10 )
#w11 = Obs t a c l e ( 905 , 305 , 10 , 400 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w11 )
#
#
# l i s t _ t a r g e t = [ ]
#w09=Obs t a c l e (130 ,530 , 150 ,150 , red ) # t a r g e t
# l i s t _ t a r g e t . append ( w09 )
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#Map 6
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s = [ ]
#w01 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 0 , 1210 , 105 , b l a c k ) # t op wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w01 )
#w02 = Obs t a c l e ( 1105 , 0 , 105 , 810 , b l a c k ) # r i g h t wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w02 )
#w03 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 705 , 1210 , 105 , b l a c k ) # bo t tom wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w03 )
#w04 = Obs t a c l e ( 0 , 0 , 105 , 810 , b l a c k ) # l e f t wa l l
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w04 )
#
#w05 = Obs t a c l e ( 305 , 305 , 10 , 400 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w05 )
#w07 = Obs t a c l e ( 305 , 305 , 200 , 10 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w07 )
#w06 = Obs t a c l e ( 505 , 305 , 10 , 400 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w06 )
#
#w08 = Obs t a c l e ( 705 , 305 , 10 , 400 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w08 )
#w10 = Obs t a c l e ( 705 , 305 , 200 , 10 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w10 )
#w11 = Obs t a c l e ( 905 , 305 , 10 , 400 , b l a c k )
# l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s . append ( w11 )
#
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## l i s t _ t a r g e t = [ ]
#w09=Obs t a c l e (930 ,530 , 150 ,150 , red ) # t a r g e t
# l i s t _ t a r g e t . append ( w09 )
#QLearning SETTING
c l a s s ag en t :
coun t = 0
n_ a r r = 0
n_f = 0
n_r1 = 0
n_ l1 = 0
n_r2 = 0
n_ l2 = 0
p_c = 0
n_moving = 0
rewa rd s = 0 #Reward
e p s i l o n = 1 . 0 # Ep s i l o n
a l ph a = 0 . 1 # Learn ing Rate
gamma = 0 . 9 #Di s coun t Fac to r
i t e r a t i o n = 3000
c o u n t _ t e s t = 0
i t e r _ t e s t = 20
n _ t _ a r r = 0
# i n i t i a l i z e d Q−Tab le
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Q = [ ]
t o t a l _ r ew a r d = 0
#Forward = 1
# L e f t = 2
# R i gh t = 3
ACTIONLIST = [ 1 , 2 , 3 ]
l a s t S t a t e = ( )
l a s t A c t i o n = s t a t i c . FLAG
ca rAgen t = l e a r n i n g . QLearning (ACTIONLIST ,
a g en t . e p s i l o n , a g en t . a lpha , a g en t . gamma )
def move ( ) :
# s t a t i c .REWARD = −1
upda t e ( )
a g en t . r ewa rd s += s t a t i c .REWARD
s t a t i c .REWARD = 0
# Q LEARNING UPDATE
def upda t e ( ) :
temp = [ ]
s t a t e = temp
s = c a r . s e n s e ( l i s t _ r e c t _ o b s t a c l e s )
l i s t _ t em p = s
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# U l t r a s o n i c s e n s o r 1
l i s t _ t emp 2 = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
min_va lue1 = min ( l i s t _ t em p [ 0 : 2 ] )
i f (0 <= min_va lue1 < 100 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 0 ] = 0
e l i f (100 <= min_va lue1 < 200 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 0 ] = 1
e l i f (200 <= min_va lue1 < 299 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 0 ] = 2
e l s e :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 0 ] = 3
# U l t r a s o n i c s e n s o r 2
min_va lue2 = min ( l i s t _ t em p [ 6 : 8 ] )
i f (0 <= min_va lue2 < 100 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 1 ] = 0
e l i f (100 <= min_va lue2 < 200 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 1 ] = 1
e l i f (200 <= min_va lue2 < 299 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 1 ] = 2
e l s e :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 1 ] = 3
# U l t r a s o n i c s e n s o r 3
min_va lue3 = min ( l i s t _ t em p [ 1 2 : 1 4 ] )
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i f (0 <= min_va lue3 < 100 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 2 ] = 0
e l i f (100 <= min_va lue3 < 200 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 2 ] = 1
e l i f (200 <= min_va lue3 < 299 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 2 ] = 2
e l s e :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 2 ] = 3
i f ( s_degs == 4 ) :
s_degs = 0
temp = l i s t _ t emp 2
# s i n c e d i s t a n c e [ ] i s o f no use
i f temp != [ ] :
s t a t e = temp
s t a t e = t up l e ( s t a t e )
# a c t i o n = s t a t i c . FLAG
#Q. append ( [ s t a t e , a c t i o n ] )
l a s t S t a t e = Q[ l en (Q) −1] [0 ]
l a s t A c t i o n = Q[ l en (Q) −1] [1 ]
ca rAgen t . l e a r n ( l a s t S t a t e , l a s t A c t i o n ,
s t a t i c .REWARD, s t a t e )
s t a t i c . FLAG = ca rAgen t . chooseAc t i on ( s t a t e )
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a c t i o n = s t a t i c . FLAG
Q. append ( [ s t a t e , a c t i o n ] )
# GAME SIMULATION LOOP
def game_loop ( ) :
d e l t a t = c l o ck . t i c k ( f p s )
gameDisp lay . f i l l ( wh i t e )
pygame . i n i t ( )
i f ( a g en t . coun t < ag en t . i t e r a t i o n ) :
a g en t . coun t += 1
i f ag en t . coun t == 300 :
ca rAgen t . e p s i l o n = 0 . 9
e l i f ag en t . coun t == 600 :
ca rAgen t . e p s i l o n = 0 . 8
e l i f ag en t . coun t == 900 :
ca rAgen t . e p s i l o n = 0 . 7
e l i f ag en t . coun t == 1200 :
ca rAgen t . e p s i l o n = 0 . 6
e l i f ag en t . coun t == 1500 :
ca rAgen t . e p s i l o n = 0 . 5
e l i f ag en t . coun t == 1800 :
ca rAgen t . e p s i l o n = 0 . 4
e l i f ag en t . coun t == 2100 :
ca rAgen t . e p s i l o n = 0 . 3
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e l i f ag en t . coun t == 2400 :
ca rAgen t . e p s i l o n = 0 . 2
e l i f ag en t . coun t == 2700 :
ca rAgen t . e p s i l o n = 0 . 1
ag en t . n_f = 0
ag en t . n_r1 = 0
ag en t . n_ l1 = 0
ag en t . n_moving = 0
ag en t . p_c = 0
pr in t ( a g en t . coun t )
e l s e : #TEST coun t
ca rAgen t . e p s i l o n =0
ag en t . n_f = 0
ag en t . n_r1 = 0
ag en t . n_ l1 = 0
ag en t . n_moving = 0
ag en t . p_c = 0
ag en t . c o u n t _ t e s t +=1
i f ag en t . c o u n t _ t e s t == 200 :
wi th \
open ( ’ Upda t ed_Co l l e c t _Da t a \
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_NewMap_1_DF3_RE06_01 . t x t ’ , \
’w’ ) \
a s s a v e f i l e :
c P i c k l e . dump ( carAgent , s a v e f i l e )
i f ag en t . c o u n t _ t e s t >=200:
# F i n i s h S imu l a t i o n
q u i t ( )
pr in t ’ from Q− t a b l e ’
pr in t ag en t . c o u n t _ t e s t
g l oba l car , c a r _g roup
# S t a r t Po i n t ( car )
#Map 1
c a r = Spr i te_New_SJ . Robot ( ’ c a r 9 . png ’ , ( 6 0 5 , 6 0 5 ) )
#Map 2
# car = Spr i t e_New_SJ . Robot ( ’ car9 . png ’ , ( 2 0 5 , 6 0 5 ) )
#Map 3
# car=Spr i t e_New_SJ . Robot ( ’ car9 . png ’ , ( 6 0 5 , 6 0 5 ) )
#Map 4
# car = Spr i t e_New_SJ . Robot ( ’ car9 . png ’ , ( 2 0 5 , 6 0 5 ) )
#Map 5 ,6
# car = Spr i t e_New_SJ . Robot ( ’ car9 . png ’ , ( 6 0 5 , 6 0 5 ) )
c a r _g roup = pygame . s p r i t e . Rende rP l a i n ( c a r )
g l oba l l i s t _ r e c t _ o b s t a c l e s , l i s t _ r e c t _ t a r g e t
l i s t _ r e c t _ o b s t a c l e s = [ ]
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f o r ob in l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s :
l i s t _ r e c t _ o b s t a c l e s . append \
( pygame . draw . r e c t \
( gameDisplay , b l ack , ( ob . x , \
ob . y , \
ob . width , \
ob . h e i g h t ) ) )
l i s t _ r e c t _ t a r g e t = [ ]
f o r t a r in l i s t _ t a r g e t :
l i s t _ r e c t _ t a r g e t . append \
( pygame . draw . r e c t \
( gameDisplay , red , ( t a r . x , \
t a r . y , \
t a r . width , \
t a r . h e i g h t ) ) )
c a r _g roup . upda t e ( d e l t a t )
c a r _g roup . draw ( gameDisplay )
c a r . d r aw_rays ( gameDisplay )
gameDisp lay . b l i t ( c a r . image , c a r . r e c t )
pygame . d i s p l a y . f l i p ( )
dx = c a r . x − w09 . x
dy = c a r . y − w09 . y
r a d s = ( math . a t a n2 ( dx , dy ) )
degs = math . d e g r e e s ( r a d s )
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g lo_deg s = degs
d i r _ a n g l e = ( degs − c a r . d i r e c t i o n )
i f ( d i r _ a n g l e <0) :
d i r _ a n g l e = 360 + d i r _ a n g l e
s = c a r . s e n s e ( l i s t _ r e c t _ o b s t a c l e s )
l i s t _ t em p = s
l i s t _ t emp 2 = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
min_va lue1 = min ( l i s t _ t em p [ 0 : 2 ] )
i f (0 <= min_va lue1 < 100 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 0 ] = 0
e l i f (100 <= min_va lue1 < 200 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 0 ] = 1
e l i f (200 <= min_va lue1 < 299 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 0 ] = 2
e l s e :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 0 ] = 3
min_va lue2 = min ( l i s t _ t em p [ 6 : 8 ] )
i f (0 <= min_va lue2 < 100 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 1 ] = 0
e l i f (100 <= min_va lue2 < 200 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 1 ] = 1
e l i f (200 <= min_va lue2 < 299 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 1 ] = 2
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e l s e :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 1 ] = 3
min_va lue3 = min ( l i s t _ t em p [ 1 2 : 1 4 ] )
i f (0 <= min_va lue3 < 100 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 2 ] = 0
e l i f (100 <= min_va lue3 < 200 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 2 ] = 1
e l i f (200 <= min_va lue3 < 299 ) :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 2 ] = 2
e l s e :
l i s t _ t emp 2 [ 2 ] = 3
s_degs = i n t ( ( d i r _ a n g l e +45 ) / 9 0 )
a g en t . p_c += 5∗15∗0 .001∗0 .00001∗3
i f ( s_degs == 4 ) :
s_degs = 0
agen t . p_c += 7 .2∗42∗0 .001∗0 .00001
# l i s t _ t e m p . append ( s_degs )
temp = l i s t _ t emp 2
# s i n c e d i s t a n c e [ ] i s o f no use
i f temp != [ ] :
s t a t e = temp
s t a t e = t up l e ( s t a t e )
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a c t i o n = s t a t i c . FLAG
Q. append ( [ s t a t e , a c t i o n ] )
gameExi t = F a l s e
# IN GAME
whi le not gameExi t :
# USER INPUT
d e l t a t = c l o ck . t i c k ( f p s )
gameDisp lay . f i l l ( wh i t e )
# MEASURE DISTANCE wi t h TARGET ,
# p o s i t i o n o f car , and speed o f car
g l oba l d i s t , d i s t 1 , c a r _ p o s i t i o n , \
c a r_ speed , d i r _ a n g l e , g l o_deg s
# RENDERING
g l oba l l i s t _ r e c t _ o b s t a c l e s , l i s t _ r e c t _ t a r g e t
l i s t _ r e c t _ o b s t a c l e s = [ ]
f o r ob in l i s t _ o b s t a c l e s :
l i s t _ r e c t _ o b s t a c l e s . append \
( pygame . draw . r e c t ( gameDisplay , b lack , \
( ob . x , \
ob . y , \
ob . width , \
ob . h e i g h t ) ) )
l i s t _ r e c t _ t a r g e t = [ ]
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f o r t a r in l i s t _ t a r g e t :
l i s t _ r e c t _ t a r g e t . append \
( pygame . draw . r e c t ( gameDisplay , red , \
( t a r . x , \
t a r . y , \
t a r . width , \
t a r . h e i g h t ) ) )
dx = c a r . x − w09 . x
dy = c a r . y − w09 . y
r a d s = ( math . a t a n2 ( dx , dy ) )
degs = math . d e g r e e s ( r a d s )
g l o_deg s = degs
d i r _ a n g l e = ( degs − c a r . d i r e c t i o n )
i f ( d i r _ a n g l e <0) :
d i r _ a n g l e = 360 + d i r _ a n g l e
f o r ev en t in pygame . e v en t . g e t ( ) :
i f not ha s a t t r ( even t , ’ key ’ ) : cont inue
down = even t . type == pygame .KEYDOWN
i f ev en t . key == pygame .K_ESCAPE :
t x t . c l o s e ( )
sy s . e x i t ( 0 )
t ime_ f = 1 . 0
t ime_ l 1 = 1 . 3
t ime_ r1 = 1 . 3
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i f ( s t a t i c . FLAG == 1 ) : #Forward
ag en t . n_moving += 1
agen t . n_f += 1
s t a t i c .REWARD = −1
c a r . k_up = −20
c a r . k_down = 0
c a r . k _ l e f t = 0
c a r . k _ r i g h t = 0
e l i f ( s t a t i c . FLAG == 2 ) : # L e f t
ag en t . n_moving += 1
agen t . n_ l1 += 1
s t a t i c .REWARD = −pow ( 1 . 2 6 , 0 )
c a r . k_up = −20
c a r . k_down = 0
c a r . k _ l e f t = 30
c a r . k _ r i g h t = 0
e l i f ( s t a t i c . FLAG == 3 ) : # R i gh t
ag en t . n_moving += 1
agen t . n_r1 += 1
s t a t i c .REWARD = −pow ( 1 . 2 6 , 0 )
c a r . k_up = −20
c a r . k_down = 0
c a r . k _ l e f t = 0
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c a r . k _ r i g h t = −30
ca r_g roup . upda t e ( d e l t a t )
c a r _g roup . draw ( gameDisplay )
c a r . d r aw_rays ( gameDisplay )
gameDisp lay . b l i t ( c a r . image , c a r . r e c t )
pygame . d i s p l a y . f l i p ( )
#ARRIVAL
i f c a r . r e c t . c o l l i d e l i s t \
( l i s t _ r e c t _ t a r g e t ) != −1:
pr in t ’ a r r i v e ’
i f ( a g en t . count < ag en t . i t e r a t i o n ) :
a g en t . n _ a r r += 1
i f ( a g en t . c o u n t _ t e s t >= 1 ) :
a g en t . n _ t _ a r r = ag en t . n _ t _ a r r + 1
s t a t i c .REWARD = 100
l a s t S t a t e = Q[ l en (Q) −1] [0 ]
l a s t A c t i o n = Q[ l en (Q) −1] [1 ]
ca rAgen t . q [ ( l a s t S t a t e , l a s t A c t i o n ) ] \
= s t a t i c .REWARD
s t a t i c .REWARD = 0
game_loop ( )
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#COLLISION
e l i f ( c a r . r e c t . c o l l i d e l i s t \
( l i s t _ r e c t _ o b s t a c l e s ) != −1):
pr in t ’ c r a s h ’
pr in t " # o f s u c c e s s :%d " % agen t . n _ a r r
s t a t i c .REWARD = −100
l a s t S t a t e = Q[ l en (Q) −1] [0 ]
l a s t A c t i o n = Q[ l en (Q) −1] [1 ]
ca rAgen t . q [ ( l a s t S t a t e , l a s t A c t i o n ) ] \
= s t a t i c .REWARD
agen t . r ewa rd s += s t a t i c .REWARD
s t a t i c .REWARD = 0
game_loop ( )
e l s e :
move ( )
s t a t i c . FLAG = random . r a n d i n t ( 1 , 3 )
game_loop ( )
pygame . q u i t ( )
q u i t ( )
A.2 Hardware Arduino Uno Code
# i n c l u d e <Servo . h>
# i n c l u d e <Wire . h>
# d e f i n e SLAVE_ADDRESS 0x04
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i n t number =0;
i n t s t a t e =0 ;
Servo s e r v oL e f t ;
Servo s e r v oR i g h t ;
i n t Rindex = 0 ;
i n t Lindex = 0 ;
i n t t emp_va l _ l = 0 ;
i n t t emp_va l_ r = 0 ;
i n t l i n e _ f o l l o w e r = 0 ;
by t e wLeft = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 5 ) ;
by t e wRight = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 7 ) ;
i n t f l a g _ d a t a = 0 ;
i n t f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s = 0 ;
vo id s e t u p ( ) {
S e r i a l . b eg in ( 9 6 0 0 ) ;
/ / i n i t i a l i z e i 2 c as s l a v e
Wire . b eg in (SLAVE_ADDRESS ) ;
t on e ( 4 , 3 000 , 1 000 ) ;
d e l a y ( 1 0 0 0 ) ;
/ / D i g i t a l Encoder
pinMode (11 , INPUT ) ;
pinMode (10 , INPUT ) ;
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/ / Bumper
pinMode ( 7 , INPUT ) ;
pinMode ( 5 , INPUT ) ;
s e r v oL e f t . a t t a c h ( 1 3 ) ;
s e r v oR i g h t . a t t a c h ( 1 2 ) ;
/ / d e f i n e c a l l b a c k s f o r i 2 c communica t ion
s e r v oL e f t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 5 0 0 ) ;
s e r v oR i g h t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 5 0 0 ) ;
Wire . onRece ive ( r e c e i v eDa t a ) ;
Wire . onReques t ( sendDa ta ) ;
}
vo id loop ( ) {
i f ( number == 1 ) { / / Foward
Rindex = 0 ;
Lindex = 0 ;
t emp_va l _ l = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ;
t emp_va l_ r = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ;
d e l a y ( 5 0 0 ) ;
f o rwa rd ( ) ;
whi le ( 1 ) {
f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s = c o l l i s i o n _ d e s t i n a t i o n ( ) ;
i f ( f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s != 1){
break ;
}
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i f ( Rindex > 10 | | L index > 1 0 ) { / / Forward 5 cm
break ;
}
i f ( t emp_va l _ l != d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ) {
Lindex ++;
t emp_va l _ l = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ;
}
i f ( t emp_va l_ r != d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ) {
Rindex ++;
t emp_va l_ r = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ;
}
}
s e r v oL e f t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 5 0 0 ) ;
s e r v oR i g h t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 5 0 0 ) ;
number = 0 ;
} e l s e i f ( number == 2){
Lindex = 0 ;
Rindex = 0 ;
t emp_va l _ l = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ;
t emp_va l_ r = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ;
d e l a y ( 5 0 0 ) ;
t u r n L e f t ( ) ;
whi le ( 1 ) {
f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s = c o l l i s i o n _ d e s t i n a t i o n ( ) ;
i f ( f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s != 1){
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break ;
}
i f ( Rindex >= 3 && Lindex >= 3){
break ;
}
i f ( t emp_va l _ l != d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ) {
Lindex ++;
t emp_va l _ l = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ;
}
i f ( t emp_va l_ r != d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ) {
Rindex ++;
t emp_va l_ r = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ;
}
}
s e r v oL e f t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 5 0 0 ) ;
s e r v oR i g h t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 5 0 0 ) ;
d e l a y ( 5 0 0 ) ;
Lindex = 0 ;
Rindex = 0 ;
t emp_va l _ l = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ;
t emp_va l_ r = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ;
f o rwa rd ( ) ;
whi le ( 1 ) {
f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s = c o l l i s i o n _ d e s t i n a t i o n ( ) ;
i f ( f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s != 1){
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break ;
}
i f ( Rindex > 1 0 | | L index > 1 0 ) { / / Forward 5 cm
break ;
}
i f ( t emp_va l _ l != d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ) {
Lindex ++;
t emp_va l _ l = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ;
}
i f ( t emp_va l_ r != d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ) {
Rindex ++;
t emp_va l_ r = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ;
}
}
s e r v oL e f t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 5 0 0 ) ;
s e r v oR i g h t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 5 0 0 ) ;
d e l a y ( 5 0 0 ) ;
number = 0 ;
} e l s e i f ( number == 3){
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( " R igh t " ) ;
Lindex = 0 ;
Rindex = 0 ;
t emp_va l _ l = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ;
t emp_va l_ r = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ;
d e l a y ( 5 0 0 ) ;
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t u r nR i g h t ( ) ;
whi le ( 1 ) {
f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s = c o l l i s i o n _ d e s t i n a t i o n ( ) ;
i f ( f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s != 1){
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( " f l a g _ c o l l _D e s t " ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s ) ;
break ;
}
i f ( Rindex >= 3 && Lindex >= 3){
break ;
}
i f ( t emp_va l _ l != d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ) {
Lindex ++;
t emp_va l _ l = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ;
}
i f ( t emp_va l_ r != d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ) {
Rindex ++;
t emp_va l_ r = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ;
}
}
s e r v oL e f t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 5 0 0 ) ;
s e r v oR i g h t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 5 0 0 ) ;
d e l a y ( 5 0 0 ) ;
Lindex = 0 ;
Rindex = 0 ;
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t emp_va l _ l = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ;
t emp_va l_ r = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ;
f o rwa rd ( ) ;
whi le ( 1 ) {
f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s = c o l l i s i o n _ d e s t i n a t i o n ( ) ;
i f ( f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s != 1){
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( " f l a g _ c o l l _D e s t " ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s ) ;
break ;
}
i f ( Rindex > 1 0 | | L index > 1 0 ) { / / Forward 5cm
break ;
}
i f ( t emp_va l _ l != d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ) {
Lindex ++;
t emp_va l _ l = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 1 ) ;
}
i f ( t emp_va l_ r != d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ) {
Rindex ++;
t emp_va l_ r = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 1 0 ) ;
}
}
s e r v oL e f t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 5 0 0 ) ;
s e r v oR i g h t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 5 0 0 ) ;
number = 0 ;
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}}
vo id fo rwa rd ( ) { / / Forward
s e r v oL e f t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 7 0 0 ) ;
s e r v oR i g h t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 3 0 0 ) ;
}
vo id t u r nR i g h t ( ) { / / R igh t
s e r v oL e f t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 7 0 0 ) ;
s e r v oR i g h t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 7 0 0 ) ;
/ / d e l a y ( t ime ) ;
}
vo id t u r n L e f t ( ) { / / L e f t
s e r v oL e f t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 3 0 0 ) ;
s e r v oR i g h t . w r i t eM i c r o s e c ond s ( 1 3 0 0 ) ;
/ / d e l a y ( t ime ) ;
}
vo id d i s a b l e S e r v o s ( ) { / / d i s a b l e s e r v o s
s e r v oL e f t . d e t a c h ( ) ;
s e r v oR i g h t . d e t a c h ( ) ;
}
/ / c a l l b a c k f o r r e c e i v e d d a t a
vo id r e c e i v eDa t a ( i n t by teCoun t ) {
whi le ( Wire . a v a i l a b l e ( ) ) {
Rindex = 0 ;
Lindex = 0 ;
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number = Wire . r e ad ( ) ;
S e r i a l . pr in t ( " Data r e c e i v e d : " ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( number ) ;
}
}
/ / c a l l b a c k f o r s end i ng d a t a
vo id sendData ( ) {
Wire . w r i t e ( f l a g _ c o l l _ d e s ) ;
}
i n t c o l l i s i o n _ d e s t i n a t i o n ( ) {
i n t c o l _ d e s =0;
by t e wLeft = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 5 ) ;
by t e wRight = d i g i t a l R e a d ( 7 ) ;
l i n e _ f o l l o w e r = ana logRead ( 0 ) ;
i f ( l i n e _ f o l l o w e r > 8 0 0 ) { / / A r r i v e a t t h e d e s t i n a t i o n
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( " A r r i v e a t D e s t i n a t i o n " ) ;
c o l _ d e s = 2 ;
} e l s e i f ( ( wLeft == 0)&&(wRight = = 0 ) ) { / / Both wh i ske r d e t e c t
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( " Both C o l l i s i o n " ) ;
c o l _ d e s =5;
} e l s e i f ( wRight== 0 ) { / / R igh t wh i ske r d e t e c t s
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( " R igh t C o l l i s i o n " ) ;
c o l _ d e s =4;
} e l s e i f ( wLeft == 0 ) { / / L e f t wh i ske r d e t e c t s
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( " L e f t C o l l i s i o n " ) ;
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c o l _ d e s =3;
} e l s e {
co l _ d e s = 1 ;
}
re turn c o l _ d e s ;
}
A.3 Hardware Python Code
#Real Model−f r e e Re i n f o r c emen t Learn ing
#Energy E f f i c i e n c y Q−Learn ing
import warn ings
warn ings . f i l t e r w a r n i n g s ( ’ i g n o r e ’ )
import smbus
import l e a r n i n g , pygame , t ime , sys , S p r i t e _ S J
import math
import random
import c P i c k l e
import RPi . GPIO as GPIO
GPIO . se tmode (GPIO .BCM)
bus = smbus . SMBus ( 1 )
a dd r e s s _1 = 0x04# S l a v e
sy s . s e t r e c u r s i o n l i m i t ( 15000 )
# U l t r a s o n i c S en so r s
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TRIG_1 = 17
ECHO_1 = 18
TRIG_2 = 27
ECHO_2 = 22
TRIG_3 = 23
ECHO_3 = 24
TRIG_4 = 25
ECHO_4 = 5
TRIG_5 = 6
ECHO_5 = 12
GPIO . s e t u p ( TRIG_1 , GPIO .OUT)
GPIO . s e t u p (ECHO_1 , GPIO . IN )
GPIO . s e t u p ( TRIG_2 , GPIO .OUT)
GPIO . s e t u p (ECHO_2 , GPIO . IN )
GPIO . s e t u p ( TRIG_3 , GPIO .OUT)
GPIO . s e t u p (ECHO_3 , GPIO . IN )
GPIO . s e t u p ( TRIG_4 , GPIO .OUT)
GPIO . s e t u p (ECHO_4 , GPIO . IN )
GPIO . s e t u p ( TRIG_5 , GPIO .OUT)
GPIO . s e t u p (ECHO_5 , GPIO . IN )
GPIO . o u t p u t ( TRIG_1 , F a l s e )
pr in t " Wai t i ng For Senso r t o S e t t l e "
t ime . s l e e p ( 0 . 5 )
GPIO . o u t p u t ( TRIG_2 , F a l s e )
t ime . s l e e p ( 0 . 5 )
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GPIO . o u t p u t ( TRIG_3 , F a l s e )
t ime . s l e e p ( 0 . 5 )
GPIO . o u t p u t ( TRIG_4 , F a l s e )
t ime . s l e e p ( 0 . 5 )
GPIO . o u t p u t ( TRIG_5 , F a l s e )
t ime . s l e e p ( 0 . 5 )
#Get Q t a b l e w i t h reward from So f twa r e S imu l a t i o n
wi th open \
( ’ Updated_Collect_Data_NewMap_5_DF9_RE10_04 . t x t ’ ) \
a s s a v e f i l e :
myBigLis t = c P i c k l e . l o ad ( s a v e f i l e )
ca rAgen t = myBigLis t
#Get Q t a b l e from o t h e r s i m u l a t i o n
Q=[ ]
ACTIONLIST = [ 1 , 2 , 3 ]
l a s t S t a t e = ( )
l a s t A c t i o n = 0
# DISPLAY SETTING IN PYGAME
# Q−LEARNING
c l a s s s t a t i c :
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FLAG = 1
REWARD = 0
def wri teNumber_1 ( v a l u e ) :
bus . w r i t e _ b y t e ( add r e s s_1 , v a l u e )
# bus . w r i t e _ b y t e _ d a t a ( addres s , 0 , v a l u e )
re turn −1
def readNumber_1 ( ) :
number = bus . r e a d _by t e ( a dd r e s s _1 )
# number = bus . r e ad_b y t e _da t a ( addres s , 1 )
re turn number
#Measure D i s t a n c e from U l t r a s o n i c s e n s o r
def d i s t a n c e _ u l t r a _ b e tw _ a g e n t _ o b s ( t r i g _ p i n , e cho_p in ) :
d i s t a n c e = 0
GPIO . o u t p u t ( t r i g _ p i n , F a l s e )
t ime . s l e e p ( 0 . 5 )
GPIO . o u t p u t ( t r i g _ p i n , True )
t ime . s l e e p ( 0 . 0 0 0 01 )
GPIO . o u t p u t ( t r i g _ p i n , F a l s e )
whi le GPIO . input ( e cho_p in )==0 :
p u l s e _ s t a r t = t ime . t ime ( )
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whi le GPIO . input ( e cho_p in )==1 :
pu l s e_end= t ime . t ime ( )
p u l s e _ d u r a t i o n = pu l s e_end − p u l s e _ s t a r t
d i s t a n c e = p u l s e _ d u r a t i o n ∗ 17150
d i s t a n c e = round ( d i s t a n c e , 2 )
re turn round ( d i s t a n c e / 2 . 5 4 , 2 ) # i n ch #
def game_loop ( ) :
temp = [ ]
s t a t e = temp
#Ul t raspmoc s e n s o r s
s = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
s [ 0 ] = d i s t a n c e _ u l t r a _ b e tw _ a g e n t _ o b s ( TRIG_1 , ECHO_1)
pr in t " U l t r a s o n i c 1 : " + s t r ( s [ 0 ] )
t ime . s l e e p ( 0 . 5 )
# s [1 ] = d i s t a n c e _ u l t r a _ b e tw _ a g e n t _ o b s ( TRIG_2 , ECHO_2)
# p r i n t " U l t r a s o n i c 2 : " + s t r ( s [ 1 ] )
# t ime . s l e e p ( 1 )
s [ 1 ] = d i s t a n c e _ u l t r a _ b e tw _ a g e n t _ o b s ( TRIG_3 , ECHO_3)
pr in t " U l t r a s o n i c 3 : " + s t r ( s [ 1 ] )
# t ime . s l e e p ( 1 )
# s [3 ] = d i s t a n c e _ u l t r a _ b e tw _ a g e n t _ o b s ( TRIG_4 , ECHO_4)
# p r i n t " U l t r a s o n i c 4 : " + s t r ( s [ 3 ] )
t ime . s l e e p ( 0 . 5 )
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s [ 2 ] = d i s t a n c e _ u l t r a _ b e tw _ a g e n t _ o b s ( TRIG_5 , ECHO_5)
pr in t " U l t r a s o n i c 5 : " + s t r ( s [ 2 ] )
t ime . s l e e p ( 0 . 5 )
# STATE DEFINITION
l i s t _ t em p = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
f o r n in range ( 3 ) :
l i s t _ t em p [ n ] = s [ n ]
i f (0 <= s [ n ] < 1 0 ) :
l i s t _ t em p [ n ] = 0
e l i f (10 <= s [ n ] < 2 2 ) :
l i s t _ t em p [ n ] = 1
e l i f (22 <=s [ n ] < 3 4 ) :
l i s t _ t em p [ n ] = 2
e l i f (34 <= s [ n ] <70 ) :
l i s t _ t em p [ n ] = 3
e l s e :
l i s t _ t em p [ n ]=0
temp = l i s t _ t em p
s t a t e = temp
s t a t e = t up l e ( s t a t e )
s t a t i c . FLAG = ca rAgen t . chooseAc t i on ( s t a t e )
pr in t " s t a t e : " + s t r ( s t a t e )
pr in t " a c t i o n : " + s t r ( s t a t i c . FLAG)
#Send t o Arduino Uno
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wri teNumber_1 ( s t a t i c . FLAG)
#Read va l u e from Arduino Uno
number = readNumber_1 ( )
whi le 1 :
number = readNumber_1 ( )
i f number != 0 :
break
pr in t " number : " + s t r ( number )
i f ( number ==1) :
pr in t " Noth ing happens "
game_loop ( )
e l i f ( number == 2 ) :
pr in t ’ a r r i v e ’
q u i t ( )
e l s e :
pr in t ’ c r a s h ’
q u i t ( )
whi le 1 :
game_loop ( )
pygame . q u i t ( )
q u i t ( )
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